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appropriate domestically; building, enlargement of breweries and technology

innovation. Until now, a total of HK dollars 907,920,000 has been paid into

the Company's specified account. During the transitional period, the Company

would use partial proceeds to repay banking loans temporarily in order to

adjust the Company's liability structure, under the premise that investment

into beer operations can be guaranteed.

4. In what way will A-B participate in Tsingtao's management after

conversion of relevant convertible bonds?

After conversion of convertible bonds of Tranche 1 and Tranche 2, A-B will

send 2 directors and 1 supervisor to Tsingtao's Board of Directors, Supervisory

Committee and special committees under the Board respectively so as to

take part in operational decision makings. Meanwhile, A-B will dispatch a

team for " exchange of best practice" to Tsingtao and share experience in

aspects of strategy management, quality management, branding

management, Human Resource management and etc., through which we

could selectively adopt their mature management models and experience in

international markets to enhance the Company's management level.

5. To what extent will the rising of barley price in international market

have on Tsingtao?

The price of barley has skyrocketd by a large margin from the end of last

year, because of short supply of barley due to drought in the main barley

production area such as Australia and Canada. The Company, on one hand,

has ordered most of the barley needed in advance and on the other hand,

introduced French barley as a new variety. Until now, the imported barley

arrived or contracted is up to 180,000 tonnes, which would be enough for

use by this September. Due to a over 30% up in average price compared to

that of last year, it might add nearly RMB80,000,000 to the Company's

production cost. However we don't expect it to impact the Company's overall

operation to a large extent, since we would set off against this disadvantages

by increasing sales & production and positively rationalizing product mix.

We have full confidence in sustainable growth of the Company's profits.
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2. How do you think the prospect for China's beer market?

 After more than 20 years' continuous development, China has passed USA

to become the world's largest beer market, with still an average annual growth

rate of 5%. There are now nearly 400 breweries around China, with

fragmented market shares. We expect the market will post a steady yet

continuous growth with much more intensification. The aggregate market

share of the top ten breweries in China occupied a 42.9% of total in year

2002, which will be expected to increase further in the future. Tsingtao

Breweryn Co., Ltd., the industry leader, as well as other major brewery groups

will achieve a much higher growth rate than the national average and

increasingly become the dominant force in the market, while smaller breweries

are expected to be either rulled out or acquired by strong competitors.

3. On what programs will Tsingtao spend the proceeds raised from

its convertible bonds to A-B?

The Company has, and will issue convertible bonds in a aggregate of USD182

million to A-B, which will be mainly utilized for expansion of beer production

and operational scale: to acquire and merge with other breweries when
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6. What impact will pricing competition in domestic market have on

Tsingtao?

Due to the domestic market situation that supply still in excess of demand

and less intensification, there exits the negative competition for brewery

enterprises in some area. In this case, product price of the Company,

especially that of local brands has been put under relatively high pressure,

but we have no intention of being involved into this price war. Our operational

motif is to offer quality products to consumers at a reasonable price, with its

flagship brand on high-and-mid end. Even its local brands are priced at a

little higher than its competitors due to enhanced quality. Though under the

fierce competition in year 2002, the Company has increased not only its

sales remarkably but also sales revenue per kilolitres by 7%. Meanwhile the

contribution to the Company's profitability by its subsidiaries has been

enhanced greatly.
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The Company has always been keen on maintaining a close relationship

with the investors and shareholders. The Company uses various means such

as regular reports, shareholders' meetings, roadshows, presentations and

analysts' meetings to disclose thoroughly its business operations in various

aspects to investors and shareholders.

The Company's good operation and development trend in 2002 caught the

attention of the investors and fund institutions in both PRC and Hong Kong.

The Company has received 40 visits of international and domestic fund

managers and securities analysts. The Company held 3 results presentations

and 5 roadshows internationally and domestically. The Company also

participated in 7 large analysts' seminars to report the Company's business

operation and recent progress to investors and news media. The Company

has gained good reputation among investors.

The Company has also appointed authorized spokesmen for the Company

and publicized their telephone and fax numbers to address shareholders'

inquiries:

Secretary to the Board: Ms. Yuan Lu

Securities Affairs Representative: Mr. Zhang Rui Xiang

Telephone: 86-532-5713831 and 5715172

Fax: 86-532-5713240

Website: www.tsingtao.com.cn

e-mail: secretary@tsingtao.com.cn

Investors in Hong Kong can also contact the Company's Hong Kong Branch:

Tsingtao Beer (H.K.) Trading Co., Ltd. (Tel: 852-28506882) for obtaining any

information on the Company.
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